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Abstract

Members of nuclear families often look to one another

for understanding, support and assistance in times of stress.
_-

-

Relationships between spouses and betWeen parents and children

contain the conditions required for effective counselling and
/

helping. This paper presents the-results of two tests of the

hpothesis that such helping relationships,in families act as

mOdertors between the experienced stress and resultant well-
.

being of family members.

,n the first study, 89 married husband-wife pairs indi-

cated (1) the amount!of stresS they experienced in their jobs'

and daily .1-lying, (2) their satisfaction with the help they

received frorktheir spouses, and (3) perceptions of their sat-

.

i,sfaction and well-being in four areas:- job, life, marriage,'

'-and mental and physical well=being. The-Sati'sfaction with

help measures were ,significantly correlated with the well-being

measures, controlling for levels of experienced stress.

In_the second study 274 male and female adolescenti'indi-

cated (1) the amount of stress they experienced 4n their day-,

... to-day living, (2) their satisfaction with the help they

received from their mothers, fathers, and peers, and (3) per-

ceptions of their well-being in three conceptually-distinct

areas-(life satisfaction, various affective states, and men:.al

and physical well-being). The satisfaction with help measures

were significantly correlated with the well-being measures,

.
controlling for levels of .experienced stress. In addition, the

.

help from ekch o'f the three sources was found to be equally,
, .,

...,. --jbeneftciii. Taken together, the results of these two stu4es'
.

,,
. .

. .

.

,

ndicate that cOncrete'benefits derive from informal helpViW
H-,

f ..

.
3
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,relationships among members of nuclear families.



Helping- felitionships in Families: The.Moderators

Between Stress and Well-being
1

Submitted August 24; 1976

Members of families often look to one another for under-
.

standing, support and assistance 'in times of stress (BloOd-and

Wolfe, 1960; Burke and Weir,'1975; Burke and Weir, 1976; Burke',

Weir and Harris-on, 1976; Douvan and Adelson, 1966). Family
, -

relationships, based on mutual affection, commitment and acces-

sibility contain many of.the ingredients necessary-for effec-

tiye counselling and helping. Almost by definition spouses
g

-are interested in helping each other maintain a high quality

of daily l_iving; the same holds_trAe for parents and their

childen. 'Although the preceding are 'pleasant sentiments,.

they are far from being a reelity in.many contemporary fadilies.

From.iimple obServatton it is clear that:while 'some families

fulfill.this helping fui.ction for 'one anOther more admirably :

than others, soMeJemilfes do not fulfill it at all. /However,

.

little attention his been.given tO the concept of.informal.

helping relationships within femilies by sodial.researchers,.

en'd it i5 Only recently that the sigHificance of this activity

for'the quality of life tj fmilY members has'begunsurface:'

Let us first consider the literature on-the husband-wife

helping relationship. The few studies which dol exist have

attempted to identify some of the demographic, attitudiizal

and behavioral tactors related to marital helping. Thus Blood

and_W)lfe, collecting data from 909 women, discOvered that a

lauer proportion of rural women told their husbands'
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their problems than urban women; tha-t tfiere is a steady decline

in the frequency of wives turning to their husbands the longer

the,couples have been married that wives of higher'status

couples tend to communi:ate their troubles more than wives tif

lower status couples; tiat wi-ves of syncratic couples turn to

their husbands for help more frequently than wives of wife-

dominant, husband-dominant or autonomous couples; that working

wives on thea-verage turn to husbands more with their problems

than do housewives. IBurke and Weir (1976) in a later study

which included data from both husbands and wives supported many

of the same findings-. In addition, they found that couples'

disclosure of problems and tensions wa-s related to how well

they communicated more generally.

These same researchers (Burke, Weir 1 Harrison, 1976;

--Blood& Wolfe, 1960) examined the rationales given by husbands

and wives for disclosing their problems and tensions to one

another. In summary, the primary reasons given were: for un-

burdening or catharsi,s, to seek advice Or solutions, to in-
\

crease spouse's

appropriateness

all experiences

and telling out

In looking

Weir found that

associated with

understanding of his partner and his response

to continue the established norm of sharing

with the spouse, feeling obligated to tell,

of force of habit.

directly at the helping activity, Burke and

greater satisfaction with marital helping was

greater self disclosure, greater trust and

mutual reliance, the pcssession;of a lar3er repertoire of

potentially helpful behaviors and more actively practising

these behaviors. Additionally, ir considering the impact of

6
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marital .helping on the lives of married individuals, they

found that-the greater the satisfaction with helping reported

by marital couples, the greater their expressed life and marital

satisfaction and the more positive their well-being.

Let us now consider the role of parents as their children

move from childhood through adolescence to young adulthood.

Adolescence, in particular, is a critical but frequently storthy

period of human development. It is marked by rapid physiological

and psychological changes, an intense search for one's identity

and an accelerated preparation for one's mature social role
o'

(Douvan and Adelson, 1966; Hardy and Cull, 1974). -The fact

that these occur in concert creates a constantly shifting inter-

mil and external reality which an adolescent has to deal with

and adapt to. As diverse demands and changes impinge on him,

he experiences confusions, frustrations and conflicts which

demand attention and redress, but, which he is as yet, poorly

prepared to deal with (Joyce, 1966). To successfully cope with

and resolve these situations he needs the help and sUpport of

, others in his\social environment. This non-psychiatric help,

as Dalrymple (1961) puts it, can be effective therapy and ca4

help adolescents grow into more effeetive, comfortable beings.

Parents, then, are in an ideal position to help their children

deal with the difficulties and stress in' their daily

On the basis of these findings, the tnformal helping rela-
.

tionship in families is hypothesized to act as a moderator

between the stress experienced by individual family members

and their resultant well-be.ing. The preSent paper presents

the results of tests'of this hypothesis in two investigations
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'involving (1) husbands ind wives, and (2) adolescents and their

parents and peers.

STUDY I

latititl.

The respondents in this study were 189 married husband-wife

pairs. The husbands were employed full-time and were members

of one of three professional associations: engineers (N=54),

industrial accountants (N=74) or chartered accountants (N=61).

Three hundred mafe members were randomly selected from the

membership roster of each of these associations and asked-to

participate in the research. All resided in the province of

Ontario and the largest group lived in Toronto and its sUburbs.

Approximately 28% of the wives were emplored full or part-time

(N=54) and about half of the couples had children (N=89).

Procedure.

Two questionnaires, both approximately twenty pages long

,were'sen.t to each male subject at his home address. A cover

letter-explained the general purpose of the research ahd how

the names were obtained. It also indicated'that one of the

questionnaires, sealed in its own envelope, was to be,complcted

independently by the wife. Completed questionnaires were,then

to be maiied back separately to the researchers.
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There were a number of standard demographic items such as

age, education, income, length of time married, number of chil-

dren and wife's eiployment status. Figure 1 (a model showing
-

the framework underlying this study) indicates specific vari-

ables which were :,,amined to assess potential benefits of

spouse's-helping. -

Enter Figure_l about here

Measures of Stress

(1) Job Stress 'Respondents wera asked to indicate-how -

bothered or concerned they were about particular aspects of
_

their work' and their jobs. These aspects, fifteen in number,

involved such things as "feeling that I have too little auth-or- '-

ily to carry out responsibilities assigned to Me", "feeling that.

I haVe too heavy a workload, one that I cannot-possibly-ftnish

during the normal work day", "not knowing what my supervisor

thinks of me, how he evaluates my performance", among others.

\Four'response alternatives of Likert-scale format, were provided.

These ranged from "Never-bothered by it" (1) to "Frequently

bothered by it" (4). Response0o the fifteen items were summed

into an index- measure of Job Stress. This measure has been

used previously by Kahn et al. (1964),'and Indik, Seashore and

Slesinger (1963).

(2) Life Stress Respondents indicated the extent to which

they.were bothered or worried about twelve different aspects

4

"of their home situation (that is, off-the-job). These inoluded

such things as,"possibility'of having a major expense of some

9
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kind that can't handle", "feeling that I am 'in a rut'", -

'sickness in my family", "increasing difficulties in communi-

cating with and showing affection for my Spouse", etc. Four

resp_onse alternatives of Likert-scale format- were provided:

these ranged from "Often worry about it" (1) to "Never worry

about it" (4). Responses to the twelve items were summed

into an index measure of Life Stress. These two index measures

(Job, Life Stress) were combined into a composite measure of

total stress; The two pressures (job, life) were.significantly

related to each other, .31 and .44, respectively for husbands ----

and wives.
1

..Satisfaction with InforMal Hel f S ouse

Respondents indicated their satisfaction with the informal

help they-received from thioir spoyses (a one-item measure) by

endorsing one of six Likert-type alternatives. These ranged

from "I am very satisfied-with the way my spouse helps me cope

with my tensions. He/She does all-eat job." (1), through "I

am somewhat satisfied. Ay husband does a fairly good job." (3),

`to "I am very dissatisfied with the way my spouse helps me cope

with my tensions. He does a pOor job at this.",(6). Burke

andWeir (1976) have previously shown this global evaluation

to be significantly related to a number of specific husband-
.

and-wife helping behaviors.

Measures of well-being

Four conceptually distinct areas were examined:

(1) Mental and physical well-being was assessed by a 19-

\

. item scale usee earlier by Gurin, Vet-6(ff and Feld (1960). ,

Respornts indicated their responses-\to a series of statements

1'0 \

"



about their general wellbeing. Items includedlsuch things as:

"Are you troubled by headaches or pains in the head?", "Are

you bothered by all sorts of aches,_pains and ailments in dif-

ferent_parts oryour body? , "Do your hands ever tremble enough

to bother you?", "How often are you bothered by acid indigestion,

heart-burn or acid storilach?". The responses were five-Likert-

type alternatives, ranging-from "Never" (1), through "Sometimes"

(3), to "Nearly Always" (5). Responses to the 19-items were com-

hined to form an'index measure'of mental and physidal well-being:

(2LMarita1.satisfaction was assessed by a 15-item sdale
-

developed by Locke and Wallace (1959). -This scale,- conSisting"

of 16 items, uses two response formats. One item asks the

respondents to indicate the degree of happiness, everything

considered, of their present marriage on a 7 point scale anchored

at the extremes by "Very unhappy" and "Perfectly happy", and in

the middle by "Happy". Respondents then indicated the approxi-

mate extent of agreement and disagreement between themselves

and their spouse on 8 items (handling family finances, demonstra-

tion of affection, philosophy of life, etc.). Six alternatives of

Likert scale format were provided, ranging from "Always agree"

(1), through "Occasionally disagree" (3), to "Always disagree"

(6). Finally, seven items examined general evaluations of the

present,marriage (e.g., wishing you had not married, prefer to

marry a different or the same person) and specific areas of hus-

band-wife interaction (e.g., confiding in spouse, engaging in

outside interests tdgether, ways disagreements are resolved).

Responses to these 16 items-were summed, using a weighting oro-

cedure proposed and developed by Locke and Wallace, to provide_an

ALA



index measure of marital s'itisfaction.
_

(3) Life satisfaction was measurid-by four itegs of
-

Likert-sCale format whi:h were summed into an index measure

'of satisfaction with lire: satisfaaion with family and home

life, the way you spend your time when you're not 'working,

life in general, 'and feeling that yoU have had good breaks77,

in life or bad breaks. Response alternatives were five in

number, and ranged from "Completely satisfied with life" (1',

through "Neither satis.fied nor dissatisfied" .(3), to "Very

dissatisfied with life" (5).

(4). Job Satisfaction was measured by twelve items of

Likert-type format. Re;pondents indicated the extent their

present job provided opportunities for "making full use of

my present knowledge and skills 'learning a-good-salary",

"having congenial 'co-workers as colleagues", "a job that will

last.and will. let me plan for retirement", etc. ReiOonse

alternatives were five in number and ranged from "Slight" (1),

through "Considerable" (3), to 'Utmost"(5). Responses to the

twelve 4tems-weresummed_to form an index measure of job satis- /

faction.

-Resul ts

Satisfaction with S ouse s Hel and Well-bein

The model outlined in Figure 1 suggests a direct relation-

ship between the satiVfaction ari individual reports with his/her

spouse's help and the measures of well-being. Table 1 presents

these correlations. Eleven of the 12 zero-order. correlations
--

are significantly different from zero at the .01 level of con-

, .

_

fidence on better. Thus husbands and wives (and pa-i-rs) who were

,



MO* Satisfied wi amount. ,and kind: of imfOrMal heip4

Ari4ed Wiheir spouse we also more SatiSfied

Aheirlives; and their Marriages', and reported fewer pSyCh0.7

somatic complaints.

Enter rdoie 1 About Here
_ .

'Stress and -Wellrbeini

T*44J,Presents the correlations between the two measures

*of stress ,(job, life), and their composite, and- the,Measures of

well-being: Supporting. earlier 'research these data show that

experiemced stress is significantly related !-,o measures of well-
,".

;beini.. Thirty-two, of the 36 correlations are significantly dif-
.

ferent from zero _at the., .05 level of tonfidence or better. hui

in:general,'individuals repOrting greater life and job stress

were also less satisfied with their life and .job

their marriages, and reported more psychosomatic
\\

Enter Table

symptoms.

about here

Satisfaction with Spouse s Help

The relationships between the amount of stress these

viduals -experienced and their satisfaction with their spouse's
/ I

help were then examined. -These data are presented in

Six of the 9 correlations are significantly different from Zero,

indtdattng-that,-in general', AndivildqaTSw o reported greater .

.Satisfacti:On:with their ,spouses heljalso experience less

stress. These data 'also suggest that the relation,shiP



in Table7 1 between ,satitfaction with'spouse's help arid the

/

measUres of well-being, ffight be a function of.the fact that

those in4ividuals who were more satisfied with their spouse's

help also experienced less stress.

Enter Table 3 ahort here
z- .

Table 4 s/novis the rela.tionship of husbandS and Wives.
/ ,/- 1 , .

. I -' °

satisfact',on with thelr.spouse's help and the four. Measures

of well being partialling out, the effects of
/
levels of exper-

ienced stress. .Once again the majority of the co\rrelations

'.presented, 33 of 36 (90), reach statistical significance.

And the drop in size of correlations 'resulting from controlling

the effect of levels.of experienced stress is slight (compare
(

Tables 1 and 4).

EnterTable.4abor_4.e.4t he

itmel.W.._21_52.29..§.21.Liali under Hitl_taci_La_aulims.gsLitull

It was hypothesized that the beneficial- effectl of spouse's
sv

informal/helping would be more evident under conditions of high

experienced stress than und low experienced stress\ conditions.
v.

;

I_n_gpeational terms, sati faction with spouse's help was expec-
,

ted to be more strongly related to the four measures of well-being

Icontrolling for,level of experienced stress) under conditions Of

hi4h experienced stress than low experienced stress. To'teit

this, the samples of'husbands,tilives, and pairs were \divided

paTately_at the median into high and low stress groups for

14
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each stress measure (job, life and composite). Then the Correla-
,

tions betweer the satisfaction with spouse's help measures and

the four wellbeing measures were determined, partialling Out--

r
the effects of level"Of experienced stress. The magnitude of

correlations of the same variables obtained in the two groups

were then com ff the effects of experienced stress was

found to make ,fererce, one would expect that the correla-

tions between ihe satisfaction with spouse's help measure and

the'well.=being measures to be larger in th-e high stress group

than in the low stress group about 50 percent of the time. In

fact, we found that 72 percent of the obtained correlations------

were larger in the high stress group(-261ut of 30 a differ-

ence significantly .different from zero at-the '.01 level of con-

fidence.

Discussion

From the resulti then, it'is evident that those subjects

both male and female, who reported experiencing greater stress

in different areas of their lives were likely to be less satis-

fied with their marriages and life in general, and gave signs

of/being in poorerAlealth. These data support current thineking

on the relationship of life stresses and psychological and
. /

/physiological. well being as discussed in contemporary litera-
.

ture (Selye,-1970; DOhrelwend and Dohrehwend, 1975).

On examining the fildings further, it is apparent that the

degree of satisfaction ildividuals report with marital helping

is related to both the stress and well being variables. Thus,

those individuals who were most satiSfied with the help they

15



received from their spouses reported extierfencing less stress

in their 'lives; They also had more.p6sitive attitudes toWards

theit maeriages and life In general,,and appeared to have signiT

ficantly fewer psychosomatic complaints. The effect of helping

on well being_was evjdent'even when stress levels were held con-
,

stant, suggesting that the marital helping procesS has a posi-

tive on individuals indepeudent of the degree of

stress experienced. However, it is also important to note

that the impact of marital helping on the well being of married

indiViduals was more pronounced under cOnditions of.high stress

than under low stress conditions. "This data supports the notion

'that marital helping can be viewed'as a moderator of the rela

2-tionsht0 between stress and' well being, influen6ing the degree,

to which stress will be tran,slated into psychophysical symptom-
. .

atolog'.
.

-An overView.of the results suggests that good marital

help'ng performs aldual function fel- inc viduals. (thei .of_these
,

. . 1

functions,reflectedin the Consistent relaticinshipbetween

helping And well being,. is a preventative one.: Jheolther as

reflected in the moderating effects of helping1 may described

as a therapeutic fLinction. Thus marital helping\may offer an

individual evidence of support, reassurance and pesonal vali-
..

dation which in turn contributes tO one's self con idence and

sense of se6urity in dealing with the demands of aily living.

This in,turn is likely to promote a more positive vjew of the_

world and a continued sense of well-being. In alddition marital

helping may provide the process by which problems, and anxieties

can be brought into focus clarified and resolved so they do

16
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:ftot Persist or, accumulate-to the point of-,affecting an indi-:

vidual's attitudes, behaviors and' health..

STUDY II

The focus of the present study was to explore the informal

helping refationships adolescents get involved in when they,

haie problems and difficulties-or feel they are under stress.

The following questions were of ,particUlar interest,: (I) Who
/

do adolescents perceive to be important sources of help to them;

(2) How importa01.s the pa,rent's,role/in this.regard; and
7

What are the real benefi7i of tnformal help relattonships to -ihe

-idolecents involved as'recipients Of the helping?

Figure 2 presenti:a model.-of the framework, underlying this

( "3 )

study. There are three panels of variables: (1) experienced

stress, (2) adolescents' helping relatior hips, (3)4measures of

strain- The model outlines-the expected relationships between

the pan,_

helpin9

1 of variables by means of the arrows. Adolescents'

relationships ar*.1 visualized as an important variable

mitigating th,a relatidnsitps between t6he stress experienced by

adoles ,:nts' and their-resultant Ic,e11-being.

Enter,Figure 2 .itbout here

Method

Subjects

Tho: s,ubjects were 274 high school students, 93 males and 181;

females rrom grades 9 through 13. Students ranged in age from

13 to 20 :,ears with a mean age-of 16.3 years. Eighty-five

percent of the sample were living with both parenti; -11% were



).living With one :parent., either mother or fathe6 and 4% Were.

/..living with- someone Other than parents Mothers' ages ranged

from less than 35 to between 56 and 60; fathers' ages ranged

from less than 35 to _over 60. Fathers, in addition to being

older t.iere slightly bet/ter edt'Icated. Ninety-three percent of

the fathers were emp)oyed full time; fifty-four percent of the,

mothers were employed oui:side the home (34% full time, 20% part-
/

ime) .Family intOmes covered a wide range - under $5,000 to

over $25,000 per annum. Finally, the vast majority (approxi-

liately 99%) of the sample had one or more siblings. Since theie:

we e no significant sex di fferences on the demographic variables,

the \bale and female respondents were treated as ,one subject group..
0

Procedure

The su.bjectSample was .drawn-from.three

in...or near the Metropolitan Toronto area: The s\thools differed

seconderj/ schoOls

from one ,another, to the ,ektent that they represented. (1) 'A ten-

1

trol-,core, area schoo4 ''(-2)'an Older suburban'school , and (3) a

new suburban school. The study was explained to administrative

officials ahd teachers in _these schools and their .cboperation

was requested. All agrNed to cooperate by making sitidents in

pa'rtitular -classes available during regular class time' to Tr'

.
,

ottt a lengthy questionnaire. The students reteived' a brief Intro-

.

ducti on 'to the study and were told that participation was un=
,

'tary.

Respondents were: asked to rank order -the three people they

were.most likely to go to for- help with problems or dIffi

that were stressfill to them: A\liSt ,of 17 potentiel helpers was

Provided which included such fndividuals as parents, teachers, a



ciergymens a close friend and so-on. The category "other" wes'

also included so that'respondents coUld refer, to a person' who

, might ndt be listed.

Measures of Stress

Respo dents were asked to indicate how bothered'or con-

cerned they.were about twenty-six sepaFate aspects of their life.

The opects selected were those generally referred to.as parti-

cular proble s'of adolescents in the academic and vpular liter-

ature (qouvan and Adelson 1966). TheY included 'such items,as

"concern about MY pe?formance in school", "concern-Aout what

others ,think of me", "feeling awkward in social situa ions ,

'cOntern about the Nay I lOok",-"not,kno4ing what I-want\to

with my life"; etc. Respondents indicated how much they .were

concerned or bothered by each of the_pOtential problem, er'eas.b

endorsing one of five Likert-type alternatives. These ranged

from "almost never-bothered bY it'" (1) through "sometimes bothered
/

by it' (3) ito "almost always Uothered by it" (5).

Sati'sfaction with Lnformal Help

Respondents were asked to indicate their satisfaction with

the help they received from (1) their mothers, (2) their fathers,

and (3) some other individual w o,was a helper tatthem. Their

alternatives on a six point Lik t-tipe scale ranged from (1)-

"I am very satisfied with the wax sheihe helps me tope or deal

with my problems" through (3)."I am somewhat satisfied-------"

1

to (Os I am very dissatisfied with the way,she/he helps me cope

or deal with my problems".

A composite measure af satisfaction with help.Was obtained

,

.by:Summing the responses aver gath Of the threOelpers (mother,-,
. \

_father eod.Other).



Measures of Well:aim.

Three conceptually

examined:

(1)

distinct areas of well-being were

Satisfaction with Life

This measure deriv,A in part from earlier research-by

Bachman et.a1.(.1970), contained 7 items. Five of these focuseerl

on respondent's satisfaction with speOfic alcds of his life

(e.g. friendships, familj and home life, leisure time). Two of

the items tapped more g,lobal aspects: their satisfaction with

life in general, and whether they felt they had good.or bad breaks

in life. Respondents indicated their degree of satisfaction-on

five-point Likert-type scale. The,alternatives ranged from (1)

"completely Satisfied", through (3) "neither satisfied nor dis-

satisfied" to (5) .'very lissatisfied". Responses to the seven

itens were-summed to frOM'an indeX:neasure:of satisfaction-With:

life-.

-(2)' Mental and physical well-being-.

This yas assessed by'a 1,7-item Scala usedjn-earlAer_research

by Gurini Veroff and Feld (196.0)RetpondentsWereasked to.re-

spond to a series of stateMentt about their general well-being.

4

Itemt included such thiga at "Are you bg4Aered.py, all sorts of

_

aches, pains and ailments different parts,of YOur body?"`.

your hands -ever tremble enough to bother .5100.'"."Do yoefind

'Do

diffiotilt to get up in the'InOrning?",_and 51.rd you eVer troubled

hy headaches or:pains in, the hfid?". Their.re/sOonset were. recorded

'7-777ofirpoint 1.1kert type,-44a-les.-theL,A1trern.a_tisgs ranging frOm,

Never' C1), tkrough "Sometimes" (3) to "Nearly Always" -(5).

Responses to the seYemteen items were combined to form an indek

measure of\mental mai physical well-being.



) Affecti ve States '

17

. .

The-affective states. of:our respondents were elamined using

measures which -8achman aid his colleagues (Bachman et al.. 1970)

.

developed in a longi tudi lal study 'of hich ;hool . students. The

measures were des4ned t) ( valuate 11 affe, ssate. ,: Emo-

tional Dependence (6 i tens), Impulse to Aggression (4 items)

/

,Overt' Aggression (3 items) , Depression (6 items) . Anomie (8 items

General Anxi ety (7 i terns), Resentmemf (7_ i teas ) Anxiety ahd Ten-

sion (5 items), Irrftabi 1 i ty (8 items), Guilt (5 items), and

Lack of Soci al Sup/port (4 items). A 5-point Likert-type scale

Tanging froin (1) almoSt alwaYs true" through-. to :(5) !!never,

, -

true, was used /for each item. .Respondents-.Were asked:._ to indi,

cate hovvtruejach .iteni (e.g. , I feel tad)-Was of,them:.
, _

Results

Three Most/ Important Helpers

In response to the item- WhiCh asked respondents to select

and rank the three people they woUld choose as helpers the data

showed the fol lowi ng: First, peers received '52, percent of the

first choices; followed by mothers , who ,received abo'ut thirty

percent of the fi rst pl axe choices; followed by fathers,
who

P

received seven percent of the first place choices. A wide range

of other adult hel.pers , both lay and professi onal accounted for

the remaining first choices (11 percent). Of these, professional

therapists and adult re7atives accounted for 2% of the first

choices each. SchoOl ctrunseT1 ors accounted for less than 1% o
.

R-,,,u9hTy ai.m.Llar pa.U.erns emerged in the

--
distribution of second and third choices. Tkese'.dati ?indicate

that for the typi cal adolescent, the most valued informal help-

,

ing came from parents and peers.



-MeasUres of Stress

Response,
el,

of'stress.thQ experienc A in their:day-to-day livinv

were factor analyzed', using a principal components varimax rota-

. twenty-six st, ments asF,ssing the degree

tion method. Seven factors, accounting far 61 percent of the
-*-

variance, emerged. These seven factors,Ahe number of items load-

ing above .40 on each, and the internal consistency (coefficient

alpha) of each factor, are shown in the top half pf Table,5,

An acceptable level of reliability was, present in all but one case'

(Future Gpals);

EnterTable 5 about here
. :

- ,

Cluster scores were computed for each of the seven fac-ters,/'

and their inter-correlations were computed:- These results indii.

.,

cated that 18 of the 21 correlation coefficients ,..(4016%) were signi-
. ,

ficantly different from zero at'the .05 level of confidence on

better.' The correlations, all positive in sign, ranged from-a

low of .07 (Physical Hea17.h and FUture Goals) to a high'of .66

(Peer Acceptance and Isolation and Estrangement). The.mean

factor correlation was .35. Thus, in general, adolescentsywho

reported experiencing stress or problems in one area of their

eXistence were=also more likely to be experiencing stress

problems in the -Other areas.

Measures of Satisfaction'with informal Help of Parents.and Peers

The three satisfactipn measures were found tm be significantly

r'elated to one-other (rc.-- .42, .27,, and .25, 0 < .00)) Thus,

adolescents who were more satisfied with the help) they received, '

from their mothers were also more ljicely to be tatfsfiedovith the



help they received from thetr father§ and their peers. Similarly,

tdolescents who were satisfied with the help they received from

iheifathers "were also more)ikely to be satisfied.with. the help

'they received from their peers.

Measures of Well-being.

The bottom 'half of.Tabte'6,presents the internal cOnttstency

reliability estimates of the thirteen well=being measures."

most cases the reliability exceeded .70, indicatin\g that the i
/

dex measures possessed an acceptable level of internal conOstenc

These thirteen-measures were inter-correlated and the majority
. .

the correlations (91%) were positive and significantly, different

from zero (p < ,.05). These correlatiens:ran'ged from a low .of

..04 (Overt Aggresiionland Lack of Social Support) to a hi.gh:ef,..

,.75 (Anomie and. Resentment); the mean inter-measure correlatio

was ;36. Thus, adolescents who reported a positive or favourable

staddin in one area of well-beingowere also:likely to-report

positive standings_ on all the other areas ai'Well.

Satisfaction with Informal Help and Well-beau

,Table 6 presents the correlations betweenthe satisfaCtion

adolestents-reportedwithech of,.the three particulir-helpers

kii-dthe,74ir_taas measures'Of well-being: 7wentY three oftheA9'!:

Correlations (59%);were stgnificantW-different:.-frok:_zeroiattne:

.05 level of confidence' or better. Thus,in_general adolescents

__-who were more sati.,fted with the informal help provided by the

,

three sources; indicated that they were also more sattsfied with

i n

negactive affeCtive states. An interesting finding was that there

23



4c.
a 20.

. were more significant[41ationships relating to mother s help oly

than relating to father's help (9) or peees (2). This suggested

that mothers' help may have most impact on the well-being of adol-

escents, closely followed by fathers, with peers having the least

influence.

.

,Enter Table 6 about here

Stress and Well-being

Table 7 presents the 'correlations between the 7 stress' factors

ahd the various measures of well-being. These data clearlyoshow

that experienced-stress is negatively anil significantly related

to meas.ures of well-being. Eighty of the. 91 correlations (89%)

are significantly'different from zero at the .05 level of confidence.

Thu.s,,in general, adolescents reporting greater stresses,in their

lives were also less satisfied with their lives, were :likely to

report more psychosomatic symptoms and-more instances of negative

affealve states.

t
Enter rable -7 Abolitshere

'.

' The ektreme right-hand column of Table 4 pref.s'ents the correla.:
_

tions between the total/stress index (the sum of the seven factors)

and the three measures of well-bein'T.- Afl are significantly

different from zero,/ most.at the .001 level of,confidence.

.Stres's '.and sat s factIon

The relationships between the amount of stress adolescents

experienced and their satisfaction with the help they received

2 4



:from each

4".

f the three sources were, examined. These da6 are

presented in Table 8. About sixty percent o'f the-c6rrelations

(12 of 21) were significintly different from zero at the .06

leVel of confidence or betters These- results indicate that,

general, adoletcents who were more atisfied with the help
,

received .from each of .the three sources also reported experi-
. ,

encing less stress. These data also:S.1010,st 'that the reiaitiont.r

ships reported in--Table-3-
between'tiii-:sa.tis.faatio'n with inforMal

help meastires and, the me sure's of, we,11 nting might be a funt:tiOn

of the fact that those indivi:dual,s

the informal help they r...Iceived, also exPeriericed-less. stress.

,m . .. .-- 'so.1...10...
Enter -Table 8 abe4t-heye

Control lin for, Toia 1 Experiented Strets.

.Table.9-thows
Satisfattion with- H

informal help measuret and the various measures of-well-betn44

partialling out'the effects of total experienced stress. Six-\

teen of the thirty7nine correlatiOns are significantly differ-

\

ent from zero at the\ .05 level of confidence (approx. 40%). In

this instarite; the three helpers accounted for approxirnately_the__

same-number of significant relationinips (mother 5, father 5;

peers 6). 7his would seem to suggest- that under conditions con-

trolling for total stress, the influence-of mothers, fathers

and peers hel!) on an adolescents 'well-beingOs the same.

Enter' Table 9 abouf fiere
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_

Benefits of Informal Hel under High and Low.-txperienced Stress.

4 A further analysis wi,s carried out to,detooprmine whether the

tieneficial effects of informal helping would be different under

conditions of high experiunced.stress than under low experienced

stress conditions. This !eemed to be.a plausible expectation

given the previous findings. In operational terms, the three

measures of satisfaction with a speci fic person's help were ex-
.

pected to be more strongly related to the various measures of

well-being (controlling for levels of experienced Stress) under

*
conditions of high experienced stress than low experienced' stress.

To test this , the sample of adolescents was divided at the median

on the total stress measure into high and low stress sub-groups.

The' correlation .between the three satisfaction with informal help

_ .

measures and .the measures Of well being were. detorMined SeparAely

for each of the high and low stress groups, parti all ing .out the-
,

iffects of experienced ,stress . The magnitude of the correlation's

of the same variables obtained in the two groups were then compared.

If the -effedtS-otr-exilerienced stress was found ,to male no 'tiff-

ference one ";would expect -that t6e correlations ifT".411t high' stress

Ooup -would be l.argerthan in the' l ow stress group 50 perdent of

the time.; jn fact_ wt:':found
'

62%.of the correlatiols Were.:higtler

\in !the high stress group. This- perdentage is significantly dffferent:

(p . ,05)' from an expected 'percentage of 50%.

s' .

Discussion
_

The results ClearlY point out' that adOl escenti. view their
-

parents and peers as thei r most valuable helpers, to be -called

a'nd anxieties arise. Although adolescents are

in a p'eriod where they are expanding their relationships;7their

closest relationships to date are probably sti 11 those with family-

26



members, with peer relationships becoming increasingly important.

A further examination of the findings indicate strong support

for the model (Figure 2)'underlying this study. First-of all, the

degree of Ttress which adolecents reported was directly and

sign_i_fi-cantly related tsc measures Of their health and well-being.

This is in line with current thinking on the reTationship between

stress and physical and psychological disturbance.or pathology.

(Stlye, 1976; Dohrenwena- and Dohrenwend, 1975), Secondly, adol-

escents who expressed greater sattsfaction:witn the help 'provided

by_their parents and peers reported experiencing lessstress.in

their lives...;-Although-Afrection-of-caustlity
has not been'deter-

/-
mined, one could postul,ate that informal helping has a preventa-

tive or therapeutic potential, the effect of which can mitigate

the stresses arising for adolesence in their daily living. Cer-
1

tainly tht research literature suggests that lay helpers can be

as effective as professional helpers in haying a therapeutic

effect for individualt in_distress (Brammer 1976; Carkhuff, 1970).

Another finding was tnat adolescents who reported greater satis-

faction with the help of their parents and peers also showed

evidence of greater satisfaction with life, more positive affec-

tive states, and fewer indications of psycho-physical symptom-

atology. These relationships remained when controlling for levels

of experfenced stress attettingto the positive-AnflUenct of.

helping

Adolescents i1 ood,helpers tO rely on clearly reap,.

-important_benefit from tese relationshipS. There :''re'a number

of ways in which helOng relationships can contribute to the

welfare and well being of the adolescent. Becaust of his im-

'maturity and because of the changes'which pressure him, the adol-

,
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escent is vulnerable to conflicts, confusions and anxieties. A

,helper can offer an adolescent emotional sUpport and concrete

help to confront and deal with these emotions and the conditions

which caused them. He can offer-a sybpathetic ear and under-

standing assurance of ccntinued acceptance and affection and

reassurance that his problems and feelings are manageable'. In

addition, adults in particular can help bring an .objective reality

to the addlescent's perspective when he may be obsessed with

his own subjective dis:ress. By modelling and guidance, they

can educate the adolescents in the- complexities of problem

solving, decision making, setting goals, making choices, and

evaluating beliefs and values. All in all,"helpers have the

potential of giving an adolescent a sense of security through

knowing that he is not alone with his turmoil; they can help

him maintain a sense of self worth even in title face of a fluid
.

,

self image; they can give him a sense of "eComing" rather

L

than

.of being ineffectual or a failure, and they can help hfm deleldp.

--,a_sense of his own competenCe throujh demonstrating7And teahing

more effective Coping Skills. Each of these ,can. operate to di.-

\
minish the crisis nature and intensity of the

\
problems and

1

eel-

ings faced by adolescents. As a result the tiireat and anxiety

felt by the adolescent-may be reduced and day to day living ''an

be approached confidently'and optimistically, rather than witty
,

uncertainty and frustration.

Helping relationships in families then 'apPear to have 1

1

,

sign I fi-c-a'n-t--f nr--

potential benefits

emphasis on this aspect of relationships: By hefghtening

'of the family,members. .The

. /

are important ones and warrant an increas d



2

people'F r:-.ess of their potential value tm others, by en-

cogragilig to develop their helping skills, another non

profes7.71; resource cen.be,activated to.promote the well

being e rp Avals i-n our society'.
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Lae en ed .Stnrs, end Pressures

1) Job Stress

2) Life Stress
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Figure 1
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1) Peer_Acceptance

2) Physial FEea1t.7,

3) parental D(maad:

4) Isolation 'and Loneliness

5) Future Zoals

i) Difficulties with Parects

7) Opposite Sex. Relationship:
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Figure 2
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Table 1

Mental and Physical

Musband's
Sa=isfaction

With
Wifers Helo

Wivm's
Satisfattion

With
Husbevai's Help

Pair
Satisfaction

With
Spouse's Help

Well-being .28*: .13 .28**

tDob Satisfact'ion .42* .32** .46*

Satisfaction with
Life 33* .30* .38*

Karital Sa-tisfactian -.53* .55* .62*

* Correlation is siamificantly different from

of confidence, ttwo-tailed test

** Correlation is siqntificalmtly different fT0T11

of comftdence, two-7-_afTet test

zero

mro

at the :001 level

at tbe .01 level



lable

Mental amd
Physical'

Job
Satis-

Satis-
facti on

Marital

Huibands faction With Life faction

Job Stress -.30* 26* .27* -.06

Life Stress -.36*

Total Stress -.43* .36* 49*

Wives

Job, Stress -.46* .20** .48*

Life Stress, , -.47* .23**
. 44* -.28*

Total Stress -.48* .14 .60* -.05
CI

Pairs

Job Stressst .20** .32* -.12

Life Stress .24* .46*

Total Stress .24* .51*

* Correlation is sisnificantly dtfferent from zero at the.
.001 level of conlidence, tiwo;-taiTed test,.

** Correlation is siimnificartT3y different T--r-T,2 zero at the
.01 level of confidence, two-tailed test.

*** Cor re 1 ati on is Sign f feTen

.05 level of conff.dence, two-tailed test.

,3 6



-Table 3

Satisfaction with.

Huibands' Wife's Helping

-job Stress

Life Stress

Total Siress.*

Satisfaction wifh

Wives' .Husband's Helping

Job Stress .13

Life Stress .14

Total Stress

Pairs

Job Stress.

Life Stress

Total Stress

Satisfaction with
Spouse's Helping

. 12

. 22*

. 20**

* Correlation is signifi-cantly different from zero at the .01

revel of confidence, two-tailed test.

Correlation is significantly different from zero at the .05

level of confidence, two-tailed test:

Correlation is significantly different from zero at the .10

level of confidence, two-tailed test.

* *

* * *
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Measures of Well-beinga

Table 4

Husband's
Satisfaction

With
life's Help

_Mental and Physical
Wellzbeing .22**

.25**

'Job-Sitisfaction

Satisfaction with Life

Marital SatiSfacti

35*

.32*

.34*

.41*

.42*

44*

Wive's
Satisfaction

With
Husband's Help

Pair
Satisfaction

With
-Spouse's Hell)

.09

.08 20**

.10 .20**

.21** .32*'

123**
34*

.23** :35*

Ag*** .27*.

.21** .294'

.30*

.43*

-----11C-ons-fdiring:eachrneasure of Atell.._-_being_._the first line partials out job

'stresses, the second line, 1-ife stresses; and the third line, thedom-

iposite measure.

le Correlation is significantly different from zero at the .001 level of

confidence, two-tailed test.

COrrelation is significantly
confidence, two-tai led test.

*** Correlation is significantly different from zero at, the .05 level

confidence, two-tailed test.

different from zero- at the .01 level
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Table 5 -

Reliability of Measures Used (Coeffi'cient Alpha)

Measure of Itress Number of Items Reliability

-Peer Acceptance
V 6 Al

Physical Health 2 .76

Parental Demands 2 .68

Isolation and Loneliness 5

Future Goals ' 2 .34

DifficultieS-with .75 k
Parentt 5 . /

Relationships with Opposite
:5.ex

2 .68

Satisfaction.with Informal Helping

Total Satisfaction with Helpers

Measures-of Well-being

Satisfaction with Life '7

Mental and.Physical Well-being .17

Emotional Dependence 6

Impulse to Aggres ion 4

Overt Agression 3
,

Depression
6

Anomie
V 8

General Anxiety
V

V 7

Resentment
V 7

Anxiety and Tension 5

Irritability
V

V
8

Guilt V

V

V
V

. 5

Lack of Social Support , 4

39

.57

-.74
.84
..57
.68
.64
.76
.83
.78
79
,80

_78
. 72



Life Satisfaction

Physical Well-Being

Emotional Dependence

Impulse To Aggression

-OvertAggression

-Depression

koomie

General Anxiety

-Pasentoent
Anxiety and Tension

Irritability

'Guilt
,

'lack of
Social Support

".1

TABLE .6
Total-index4

Satisfaction SatWaction Satisfaction Satisfactins
With With With - . --

Mother's Help Father's Help Peer's Help
With

.49*

Help._

34* .36*

-.08
.

,

-.19** -.07- .08

.54*

2.32*

I

-.05
,

-.11 ',trio

i

-.27* -.11 -.06

-.op

-.13*** -AS*** .00 .14***

-...05

_-.08 ...,.06 ;..02'

.14*** 16*" -.00

"Correlation is significantly different from zero at the-:001 level'of

.confidence, one-tailed test

orrelation is significantly different from zero at the%

coofidence, one-tailed test,

** Correlation is
significantly different from zero at the .

+

confidence, on -talled test

4



,Table 7

ExPerienced Strest and.lnayidual- Well-being

ion

Peer

Accep-
tance

Phys-
ical

Health

...55* .09

tonal

idence -.18** -.Q9

1,se to

esion -.33* -,09

t.

WiOn

estinn -.08

-:20*il

ety -.62* -.31*

ntment

ety &
ion

..56*

-40*

tability ..39* -.14**

t -.21*

Of Soc-
Upport'

. 7**

;i ca

17beill9 -...40* .18**

f,R,141

Paren-

tal

Demands

Jsolation
8, Loneli-

nest

Aifficulties

Future with I

Goai.s Parents

Aelationship
with

leposite Sex

Toul.

Stress'

.63

0

.

.15

.

'14

33*

7.11,5**

-.36*

7,09*

.57*

...38* .

.Q3

;2E*

.11***

0

...022
i#

-.33* -444*

/

.06

"663*

-.43*

-.04 -.27*

:-.32* -.26* -.43* -.44* -.24*

ation is signiccantly different from zero.at the .601 level of confidence, 'one7tailed test.-

ation 'is' signifan'tly 'Aiffeient fromzero at the.:.01' level of confidence,one-tafled-
. ,,

ation, is signiff6ntly different-from zero .at 'the .05 level' of cOnfidencel,Oria-tailed tes



Table 8

Experienced S.:ress and Satisfaction with.

Informal Helping Relationships

Satisfaction

Life Stresses mo/h2La_ala
with

-.30*

-.04
,

.30*.

.36*

.13

.42*

.19**

.41*

Satisfaction Satisfaction
with

Peer's Help
with

Father's Help

Peer Adcep-
tance I

I

Physical
Health

I

Parent 1:
'Demands-

ILsaTatton_and____L_
.Estrangement

.Future
Goals
$.4

Difficulties
in Parerits'
Relationship

!Relations
with Opposite
Sex

Total Stress

19**

.03

.14

..39*

ill.

'.29**

.23*

.02

..13

.27*-.

;08

.01

.17**

**

Total Indék 0
$ atisfit.tion
iiith Help

.33*

:01

.25*.

Correlation is significantly different from zero at the .001 level

of.confidence, one-tailed test

Correlation is Ognificantly different.from zero at the .01 level

-of confidence, one-talled test

*** Correlation is significantly different from zero at the .05 level

of confidence,-one-tailed test

4 3



Life Satis-
faction

Physical
,'Well-betng

EmotiOnal
Dependence

Impulse to
Aggression

Overt
Aggréssion

-

Anomie

General
An'Aiety

Res'entment

Anxiety.and
Tension

I rri tabi 1 i ty

Wit
Lick of
/SOcial Support

a

Satisfiction
with Motp r's

Table 9

Satisfaction
with Father's

Hel

Satisfaction
with Peerli

Help
4

Total Index,A*
Satisfactio

4';

.06

-.10;

-40*

.13***

-.07

.09

,.09

. 14***

. 30*

-.07

.03. '1:

L_

:00 .07

-!46

.04.

. 00

. 06

.07

.25*

.10

.04

.12***

.04 30*

The correlationsin tke table partial-out,the effects Of-total Wes$:-i
:-

. ,

,

-- .

CorrilitiOn.is.significantly
'different aezero the ...004 level:.

"4\t-fnfr 's
,

... . L

,

, -. 1

Confi.dence,jone-tailed.test

Correlation is significantly different from zerb at'the .01
\

confidence, one-tailed test

.05 level
is _significantb?-

di-ffe'rent from zero at t

one-tajled test
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